Ted Nasmith
Ted Nasmith is a Canadian artist, illustrator and architectural renderer.
He is best known as an illustrator of J. R. R. Tolkien's works – The
Hobbit, The Lord of the Rings and The Silmarillion.
Nasmith's Tolkien artwork, which echoes the luminist landscapes and
Victorian neoclassical styles, eventually caught the attention of Tolkien's
publishers, who included four of his paintings in the 1987 Tolkien
Calendar. His artwork continued to appear in these beloved calendars
over the years, including several where he is the sole featured artist
(1990, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2009).
In October 1996, Nasmith was asked by Tolkien's publishers to provide
the artwork for the first illustrated edition of The Silmarillion, during
which time Ted developed a strong working relationship with Christopher
Tolkien. The illustrated edition was published in 1998; in 2004, a second
edition (ISBN 0-618-39111-8) was published featuring many more
paintings by Nasmith.
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In early 1999, representatives for Peter Jackson and New Line Cinema
invited Ted Nasmith to join John Howe and Alan Lee to work on
conceptual art for the Lord of the Rings movie trilogy.
Nasmith is also considered a Tolkien scholar, well-read in ancient
history, religion, and other areas. He is a prominent member of several
Tolkien-related organizations (such as The Tolkien Society, the
Mythopoeic Society, and Mensa's Beyond Bree).
Nasmith is a musician, guitarist and tenor. Much of his musical work is
likewise inspired by Tolkien's writings. His first commercial album, The
Hidden Door: Songs in the Key of Enchantment, was released in 2007.
He has also worked on a musical project entitled Beren and Lúthien: A
Song Cycle, with his friend Alex Lewis, and has a close friendship with
the founders of The Tolkien Ensemble.
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